OMSI

**Tyrannosaurs: Meet the Family**

**EVENING PACKAGE**

AVAILABLE March 2, 2024 – September 8, 2024

---

**Theory Restaurant**

OMSI’s Theory Restaurant offers an open, airy floor plan with custom furnishings, reclaimed wood accents, a cozy fireplace.

Theory Restaurant & Exclusive Access to **Tyrannosaurs - Meet the Family** | $8,500

Capacity 100 – 600 people

Availability 6PM – 11PM (7PM – 11PM Saturday’s)

**Amenities**

• City and riverfront views
• Parking for $2+ fees per car. Pre-purchased group parking available
• Built in bar and lounge area
• Theory holds 200 seated, 350 reception
• Option to add exclusive access to Featured Exhibit: Tyrannosaurs - Meet the Family, please inquire for custom pricing

**Featured Exhibit is**

**Tyrannosaurs - Meet the Family**

In this exhibition, you’ll explore real tyrannosaur fossils and learn what makes this ultimate predator different from other dinosaur species. Come meet the terrifyingly magnificent “Scotty” – a cast of one of the world’s most complete T. rex skeletons. Compare Scotty’s size to that of its cousins — Daspletosaurus, Albertosaurus and Lythronax — as you imagine the world with these ferocious carnivores ruling the land.

The exhibition explores the ‘most feared and revered’ of all dinosaurs in new and different ways. The exhibition’s real and replica specimens are not only spectacular in scale and form, but also reveal some of the most significant discoveries in paleontology of the past decade.

- Real tyrannosaur specimens
- 5 complete tyrannosaur cast skeletons
- 7 tyrannosaur cast skulls

---

Book your event today at eventsales@omsi.edu | omsi.edu/private-events